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Abstract: This article focuses on the govern role of President of the country N. Nazarbayev in anticorruption
mechanism in modern Kazakhstan. Draws attention to the institutional features of personal participation and
institutions of civil society in formation of Kazakhstan anti-corruption policies. Particular attention is attended
to the meaning of anticorruption programs with the purpose of revelation of corruption risks and corruption
prevention. The topical issues of implementing anticorruption measures in the Republic of Kazakhstan are being
considered in the present article, which are also directed to meet the challenges of forming an anticorruption
ideology, raising legal awareness and legal culture, as well as activities of law-enforcement agencies service
are also considered in the article. In the conclusion the author proposes the measures of anticorruption law
improvement for increasing the level of its efficiency, as well as the point of view to anticorruption drives is
stated.
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INTRODUCTION conflicting incentives, discretionary powers; monopolistic

 Corruption is a complex social phenomenon impunity [1].
originated in extreme antiquity and currently exists Specific acts of corruption include "bribery, extortion
virtually in all countries of the world. The term and embezzlement" in a system where "corruption
“corruption” was formed in Roman law interpreted as becomes the rule rather than the exception" [2]. Scholars
“illegal acts in judicial practice”. Etymologically speaking, distinguish between centralized and decentralized
the word “corrumpere” came from combination of Latin systemic corruption, depending on which level of state or
words “correi” and “rumpere”. The first word means government corruption takes place; in countries such as
participation of some entities in  “on  one  of  the  parties the Post-Soviet states both types occur [3].
of  liability  relations  on  single  subject”,  the second Corruption harms all spheres of society: economics,
one- verbs-synonyms “to break, to damage, to abrogate”. social sphere, politics. Its consequences may be an

In the result of the word combination the obstacle for developing country [4]. Corruption grows
independent term meant “participation of some persons in and prospers everywhere. Particularly, organized
activity aimed to change of judicial process course or corruption arises due to the absence of transparency in
process of state affairs management. law system. Appeared cases in the result of corruption

There are various definitions of “corruption” in became on the agenda challenges. President of the
scientific, educational, social-journalistic literature. Republic of Kazakhstan in his Address told anti-
Explanatory dictionary of the Russian language defines corruption drive direction was one of the main seven
corruption as bribery, corrupt officials and politicians. directions. Anti-corruption State Program says corruption

Corruption is to act in one’s own interest, to abuse a hampers social-economic development, economic system
law, to misappropriate tangibles and usurpation of power. processes and attraction of investments. There are a lot of
Factors which encourage systemic corruption include anti-corruption  programs  and   legislative   bases  against

powers; lack of transparency; low pay; and a culture of
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black economy decrease, delinquency in economic sphere daily work of government and society. Therefore, every
in our country. State organs and authorities must combat citizen of the Republic of Kazakhstan must combat
corruption within their competence in accordance with the corruption.
law. During the elimination of reasons on democracy

Organized corruption lowers the status of our development process President of the country N.
country, weakens state’s security, breaks the principles of Nazarbayev in his Address charged people and heads
constitutional state building and denies state with responsible task. It is to combat corruption.
development programs. The “Organized corruption” was Corruption  is   a  dangerous  epidemic.  That  is  why,
considered firstly in 1979 at the meeting of United Nations anti-corruption drive is the fight for national security.
Organization [5]. This term means actions (inactions) of an Corruption does not just destroy economy of
authorized official aimed to bribe by himself or through an government, but causes unpleasant things about country.
intermediary. On that reason, anti-corruption drive should not be as

To combat corruption is one of the most topical usual measures. However, it is not the duties of only
issues for every civilized society. No doubt, corruption is authorized organizations. We will have a result, if we fight
the beginning of state’s internal destroy, negating of against the corruption with the whole society.
achievements and threat to a national security. That is It will give the results if integrated anti-corruption
why, predominance of the Republic of Kazakhstan’s activities are held, exchange  of  information  is  done,
policy is to combat this evil. Corruption is a different anti-corruption preventive measures are taken and to be
social tragedy according to political development and in close connection with mass media. We mention about
obviously, it makes worry all countries. Many of them that due to the limit of propaganda in this direction.
received various anti-corruption acts, for  example For instance, in his annual Address to the People of
Bribery Act 2010  in the United Kingdom that covers the Kazakhstan “Kazakhstan’s strategy of  joining  the

criminal law relating to bribery. Described as "the world’s 50 most competitive countries” President said:
toughest anti-corruption legislation in the world"[6] “We constantly do anti-corruption work and improve the
concerns have been raised that the Act's provisions situation, but some financial-industrial groups conceal
criminalise behaviour that is acceptable in the global their cash flows and profits, take money and property out,
market and puts British business at a competitive avoid tax payment and enrich their capital illegally.
disadvantage Therefore, shadow economy became a significant

The history of corruption combat in Independent obstacle for country’s development”. The anti-corruption
Kazakhstan can be considered in four stages. appeals of the very groups’ representatives are

The first stage – 1992-1998. It is the initial stage of heightened. At the same time  the  main  budget  is  here.
corruption combat and forming of normative-legal base. It is time not to talk but to act” [7, 9]. In the other Address

The second stage – 1998-2000. Enactment of a “From crisis to newness and progress” our Leader noted:
corruption combat bill. “Peace in the streets of our cities and villages depends

The third stage – 2001-2004. Forming of systematic upon you. We must combat corruption, crime, fraud,
view on solvation of corruption combat problems. infringement. We must do it in this difficult situation for

The fourth stage – from February, 2005. Corruption safety of our citizens and society [8, 11]. And in Address
combat in context of Kazakhstan’s economic, social and “Improvement of Kazakhstan people’s welfare” he settled
political modernization. the resolution: “ In democratic society crime and

In our country “anti-corruption drive  law”  (1998) corruption combat is quite important thing” [9, 8].
was passed first among CIS. In this law corruption is The President of country in his annual Address
when officials and people equal in these rights exceed “Building the Future Together” gave following accurate
their authorities for lucre, misappropriate material values report: “An uncompromising fight against corruption is
by themselves or through intermediary. Main principles of under way. Currently, according to international experts,
anti-corruption actions, kinds of corruption delinquencies, the anticorruption legislation in Kazakhstan is recognized
terms of making responsible are approved by the law. as one of the most effective.

The first step appeared in 1998 on   the  base of In total, for the last two years more than 40 officials
“Civil Service Law”.   As  our  president  mentioned: “ at the national level, more than 250 officials at regional
anti-corruption drive is not only to charge criminals, it is and  city  levels,  including  39  Akims  and their deputies,
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were charged with criminal offence. Criminal cases were Stated Goals and Obligations: Main goal of writing this
filed against a minister of environment protection and a
minister of healthcare, a chairman of the statistics agency,
vice ministers of the ministry for emergency situations
and the ministry of defense, the chairmen of the
“Kazakhstan Temir Zholy”, “KazMunayGaz” and
“Kazatomprom”   companies,   resulting  in  convictions.
In three years, our country’s rating in the global
anticorruption index has improved by 45 points.
According to this index, we are at the top positions
throughout the CIS. This work will continue without
compromise.” [10, 21]. While in his Address to the people
called “Socio-economic modernization – main direction of
development of Kazakhstan” he mentioned the following
recommendations and ideas: “Modernization of judicial
and law-enforcement systems. It is necessary to cardinally
reconsider the order of the formation of the judiciary
establishment. The high quality renewal of the personnel
of law-enforcement and special agencies is also very
important” [11, 16].

Indisputably that the problems which are dangerous
for stable and safety society flows out of the facts of
corruption in democracy institutes of the Republic of
Kazakhstan. Therefore democratic rebuilding which is
doing in Kazakhstan is impossible without system
working profitable in the every level of fighting against all
facts of corruption.

Changing viewpoint to society property and wealth
of the county, spoiling psychology of the people,
dividing of personal property, insatiability are forced to
do crime. Especially,this behavior is inexcusably done by
official persons.

Social danger is an unconnected and necessary sign
and material feature of organized corruption crime, it
found its social importance. Corruption has always found
a place in society. It is obvious thing that the organized
corruption lessen the competitiveness of the country,
stop the realization of the democratic right changes in the
society and effect harmful to the international status of
the country.

Moreover, it makes weak the belief of people to the
democratic starts of society, to law and truth, at the end
to the power. Anti-corruption drive is a strategic power of
the state policy. In the program “Kazakhstan 2030”
mentioned that “We should relentlessly combat
corruption notwithstanding persons and their positions.
The executive staff is to be decisively cleared and
refreshed” [12, 19]. Anti-corruption drive – one of the
difficult issue of Kazakhstan today.

article are the theoretical and practical issues deals with
anti-corruption drive. To research in  a  theoretical  side
the ways of improving issues prophylactically of
corruption and increase the profitable using them in a
practice by employers of law-enforcement agencies.
Furthermore, to make resolutions as the recommendations
of anti-corruption drive and modernization of it’s
prevention measures and to implement them to the law. 

To fight such unpleasant phenomena is an obligation
not only court and law enforcement or state agencies, but
also an obligation of whole patriotic citizens. Due to the
fact that there is no enough knowledge to anti-corruption
drive among people. That’s why we are unable to prevent
such difficult disease just by the help of   the  state or
law-enforcement agencies. It will be possible to stop
corruption, when whole people will fight with it.

The methods of the research are logical, historical,
systematical and structural, social, analysis, deduction
and induction, also partial scientific methods: logical-
legal, comparative-legal, historical-legal methods are used
wildly.

Obligations:

Giving the social and juridical definition to the notion
“Corruption”;
Paying attention to the anti-corruption drive issues
in the Address to the people of N. Nazarbayev the
First President of the Republic of Kazakhstan – the
Leader of the Nation;
Defining of the increasing of activeness of the Party
with the anti-corruption drive of N. Nazarbayev the
First President of the Republic of Kazakhstan – the
Leader of the Nation as the chairmen of the Peoples’
Democracy Party “NurOtan”;
Discussing of the local and foreign literatures and
normative legal acts in order to fight with corruption
and collective crimes;
Searching for the ways to do fighting with
corruption;
Doing propagandas in order to prevent corruption
delinquency (to organize work-shops and round
tables about anti-corruption drive in the
organizations of education, health, court, law
enforcement agencies and other organizations);
Publishing of the textbooks and articles about
corruption delinquency;
Reading lectures in a theme of conduct the anti-
corruption drive.
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RESULTS Preparing specialists with a high professional

Protecting entrepreneurship subjects’, persons’ Formation of equal automatized informational and
rights and interests realizing through deleting telecommunication system of agencies against
reasons which effects to the economical and economical crime and organized corruption (finance
organized corruption crimes; police);
Reducing the level of the organized corruption in all Explaining to youth that corruption is a social
spheres of social life, making comfortable conditions disease and defining ways of escaping from it;
to legal entrepreneurship improving; Assisting to the stable developing of the country;
Decreasing the level of the organized corruption To make conditions to increase incomes of
among law-enforcement agencies (decreasing government budget.
considers as good);
Cutting ways and making lower the facts of illegal CONCLUSION
payments and bribes (new index implementing in
2010); Novelty of Work: The scientific novelty of the research is
Formation and improving a profitable system of to study wildly thecriminal-legal, organized,
timely cutting ways and preventing of economical criminological, state-legal issues concerning to
and organized corruption delinquency; investigational measures of law enforcement agencies
Assisting to actively participation of society in the concerning to fighting with organized corruption and
economical and organized corruption fighting, criminal.
formation of aversion to corruption in people; After implementing the law about anti-corruption
Providing of look through applications timely and drive of the Republic of Kazakhstan some researches were
fully, deleting facts of crime hiding; had been done according to issue “Kazakhstan’s sample
Improving level of interaction with international of anti-corruption drive”, firstly research conducting
organizations and state agencies by forbidding and completely based on article in high level, which have
preventing of economical and organized corruption accurate scientific practice content by this theme. Taking
delinquency; results and conclusions shows the systematic and logical
Developing of informational systems and analysis structure of the theme. Also normative legal acts in big
methods of work; size were analyzed.
Deleting of suffering from the economical The Charter of the President of the Republic of
delinquencies and delinquencies deals with Kazakhstan “about additional measures of strengthening
organized corruption; of fight against organized corruption and crime and
Fully reestablish the damages from the economical further improving of law-enforcement service in the
and organized corruption delinquencies and Republic of Kazakhstan” was implemented as the one
completely conducting principals of the all people more jerk of conducting work in this aim systematically.
equality and power of the law; This Charter directed to improving of right defense
Cutting ways and reducing the facts of peoples’ agencieswork, while providing to make systematic and
budget stealing and purposeless using; stable measures in organized corruption fighting and
Improving methods and ways of finance police preventing its appearing.
agencies work; Upbringing Council by profession competence of the
Providing of protection of human rights and Republic of Kazakhstan’s Law “about anti organized
independence who participate in a criminal process; corruption drive” and controlling of keepingconditions of
Decreasing of constitutional delinquency facts of Conscience Code of the Republic of Kazakhstan state
citizens; employees, it was confirmed to control upbringing
Improving of the providing process of damages from responsibilities of employees, who allows of breaking
economical organized and corruption delinquencies; conditions of mentioned Law and Code.
Reducing the level of corruption in the social
attitudes and economical crime; Theoretical and Practical Importance of the Work:
Providing state protecting of people who participate Measures and scientific resolutions directed further
in a criminal process; propaganda of the action against organized corruption are

knowledge;
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opened  deeply   the   theoretical  and  practical why, the terminology in law about “fighting against
importance  of  the  work. Modernization of normative organized corruption” we have to change with term
base  of  the  Republic  of  Kazakhstan  concerning to “corruption”.
fight with organized corruption and crime, improving of  The third, I consider it is necessary to add a special
quick research and conduct crime business law, also course "the legislation anti-corruption drive" in all
developing of system of using and taking as an evidence specialties as the obligatory subject according to the state
corruption crime and open resources are main standard within a course of enhancement of legal literacy
conclusions. in higher education institutions.

The Prediction of Scientific Conclusion of this Direction: answers to the questions what is the right, the state and
The first, Address of the President of the Republic of types of the right and it gives only general knowledge.
Kazakhstan N.A. Nazarbayev to the people of Kazakhstan Therefore, we shall consider the possibility of teaching
“Socio-economic modernization – main direction of the mentioned subject for increase of qualifications of
development of Kazakhstan” was mentioned making schools, higher education institutions teachers and other
presidential staff reserve and nowadays there are in educators.
necessary levels working elite jobs. The fourth, if the legal scientific-research centre

As leader of country said, to presidential staff opened near the agency of economic crime and organized
reserve, we should collect a knowledgeable,  clever, corruption of the Republic of Kazakhstan (financial
higher cultural, versatile individuals. To elite members of police). This center will work to anti-corruption drive and
presidential staff reserve head of country entrust to analyze results of the overcoming in the corruption sphere
administration  of  president and government. It shows and to organize state procurements, to take an illegal gifts,
the  main  beginning  of   anti-corruption  drive sphere. to do other illegal overcoming things about scientific
We believe that the task of President about making representation and conclusions.
“presidential staff reserve” will be done. We hope in Also, head of department of regional financial police
feature individuals, who want to enter to staff reserve in has a chance to give a legal advice to issues in this sphere
administration of president and government, will come and to organize a center, which will do scientific-research
without any familiar and any other necessities. jobs.

It will be better if individuals, who will going to enter It should mention, that nowadays court and law
to presidential staff reserve wouldn’t think and lacks idea protecting organs, knowledge, culture, health saving lines
about corruption. And special commission has to elite are still doesn’t been in main research cause of organized
these candidates. We suppose that members of this corruption in Kazakhstan.
special commission should consist of qualified The fifth, information-manual, in explaining works
psychologists, lawyers and scientists of different section. mass media takes a main role. It is necessary to make a

The second, it was noted in "Anti-corruption  law" of propaganda in aims to give definition breach of the law
the Republic of Kazakhstan that "the Corruption it is the corruption and overcome of corruption (health, line of
illegal acceptance of the property benefits and courts, law protecting organs and to read lections about
superiorities personally or through intermediaries by anti-corruption drive in other organizations, also organize
persons who are carrying out the state functions and also “a round tables”).
the persons equated to them, with use of the ex-officio full At now, National democracy party “Nur Otan” realize
powers and the related opportunities or other use of the this jobs in necessary level. For instance meetings,
powers for receipt of property benefit and also bribery of actions, works of propaganda, round tables, lections in
these persons by illegal provision of these specified theme anti-corruption drive, day of open doors, different
benefits and superiorities by them to the private costumer acceptance in aim to protect rights of businessmen.
and artificial person. Realizing this jobs, near branch of the NDP “Nur

"The term “cooperating corruption” in law  is  given Otan” Almaty region having social Soviet about anti-
hurry, due to the fact the word “cooperating” is means corruption drive making preventive maintenance of
relationship between two or several person. overcoming in own level.

It seems that here the word “organized corruption” is The sixth, defining the size and contents of activity,
show relationship between two corrupter. But the term which government gives us guarantee to free education
“corruption” is given to solely one corrupter. The reason –  helps  to propaganda anti-corruption drive in education

Because, the present subject Principles of Law"
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sphere. For example, by  our  law   secondary  education Realizing of measures by this direction:
is free, also, to family who has a lot of children books
gives freely, first medical helps gives freely and etc. Making conclusions about connections in operative
Which educational activity in higher education must be search and crime period in researching of corruption
free? and service crimes;

Nowadays, we can give free services to owners of Making recommendations concerning to analyze the
government grant, winners of international competition, empirical materials addressing to modernization of
owners of akim, rector’s grant. In  this  connection, we practice researching of corruption and service crimes
still have to increase types of  free  educational  activity. in a base theoretical notions of the theme;
I suppose, if these issues take a place in each high Pointing the ways of organization and tactics
educational organizations web-sites, it will be one of the improving in a base of researching and in a process
main ways of transparency. of proving actions about corruption and service

The seventh, it is time to value the transparency, to crimes;
execute the hidden. Why we are talking about? If Making conclusions and theoretical and practical
somebody know about breach of the rights of corruption recommendations addressing to adaption and
and inform necessary organs, we should support him/her improving of local law according to the European
by money and materially. But, if somebody know about standards of fighting with unpleasant effects such as
breach of the rights of corruption and failed inform any corruption;
organs, we should look for ways of execute. Making recommendations by improving of law base,

The eighth, nowadays teacher is the driving force in which controls holding operative measures and
the sphere of education. There is a shortage of teaching confirming of results in evidence quality.
staff in regional high educational organizations of
Kazakhstan. If measures of preventing and fighting delinquency

We should to interest young skilled and famous in the sphere of emergency, national services, health
scientists to this high educational organizations and I protecting, justice, court, protection of rights are shown
think government have to organize supporting activities. in this article, Then if copies with surnames of the citizens,
For instance, if we prosper the special programs like “with who had previous convictions were published, corrupter
diploma to village!”, which dedicated to young would afraid and in feature they would intend to work for
individuals and targeted training of PhD doctors, it will be the interests of government not just for himself.
competitive centers in regional high educational
organizations. REFERENCES
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